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Abstract
Abstract goes here. You should provide a high-level (approx. 150 – 250 words)
overview of your paper, its motivation, and the core findings. This is the teaser of
your work – it’ll probably be best to write it last.
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Introduction

In this section you introduce the topic of the paper, motivate why it needs to be studied
(appropriate citations are best for this), presents the research question(s) and research
objectives, and/or hypothesis or hypotheses. Briefly summarise the contribution to the
scientific literature your work entails. Finish this section by outlining the structure of
the report.
This is a nice little introduction with some figure in Figure 1

Figure 1: This is a caption
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Related Work

In this section you need to situate your work in the academic literature; this entails a
critical (positive, negative, helpful) review of similar work. If you can’t find similar work,
you haven’t looked hard enough. Ideally, you want to be reading around 50 papers; of
which at least 25 should appear in the paper itself. Note that urls are not references,
they are footnotes.1
You are expected to provide a critical/analytic overview of the significant literature
published on your topic. Comment on the strength and weakness/limitation of work in
each reviewed paper.
The literature review should end in a paragraph that summarises the findings from
the state of the art, why the previous solution are not adequate and justifies the need for
your research question.
1

Like this one: http://www.ncirl.ie
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The content sections of your report should of course be structured into subsections.
Note that here there are 2 subsections subsection 2.1 and subsection 2.2.

2.1

Subsection 1

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, ut veri deleniti eloquentiam sea (Feng and Buyya; 2016).
Ea commodo aperiam complectitur pri, usu et case dolore. Kune et al. (2016) ad quidam
regione percipitur, est ut possit bonorum persecuti. Quis utinam offendit eu usu, eu
accumsan disputando per, id cibo reprehendunt sit (Beloglazov and Buyya; 2015; Gomes
et al.; 2015). In melius legendos corrumpit pro. Eos dico dignissim voluptatibus et, duo
nisl cibo ut. Diceret periculis posidonium cum eu. Gomes et al. (2015) regione nam ex.
Vix id viris phaedrum. Pri augue cetero probatus ut.
A nice little way of leaving yourself notes and reminders:
(Write Lit Review in English)
ToDo

2.2

Subsection 2

In Table 1 an example table is provided.
Table 1: A table caption.
Animal
Gnat

Description
per gram
each
Gnu
stuffed
Emu
stuffed
Armadillo frozen
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Price ($)
13.65
0.01
92.50
33.33
8.99

Methodology

You will of course want to discuss your research as well as evaluation methodology –
otherwise how will your examiners know that you have followed an appropriate scientific
process and rationalised your choice of evaluation. Note that it may also be useful to
base decisions in this section off your discussion of related work in section 2. You should
also include cite any previous work used in defining your methodology.
You need to give a completely accurate description of the research procedure you
followed, equipment used, the technique(s), applied, set-up of scenarios/case studies run.
You must provide an explanation of how the raw data gathered/compiled and analyzed.
Describe the statistical techniques used upon the data. Detail all the steps from data
collection to final results.
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Design Specification

The techniques and/or architecture and/or framework that underlie the implementation
and the associated requirements are identified and presented in this section. If a new
algorithm or model is proposed, a word based description of the algorithm/model functionality should be included.
2
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Implementation

You will of course want to discuss the implementation of the proposed solution. Only the
final stage of the implementation should be described.
It should describe the outputs produced, e.g. transformed data, code written, models
developed, questionnaires administered. The description should also include what tools
and languages you used to produce the outputs. This section must not contain code
listing or user manual description.
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Evaluation

The purpose of this section is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the results and main
findings of the study as well as the implications of these finding both from academic and
practitioner perspective are presented. Only the most relevant results that support your
research question and objectives shall be presented. Provide an in-depth and rigorous
analysis of the results. Statistical tools should be used to critically evaluate and assess
the experimental research outputs and levels of significance.
Use visual aids such as graphs, charts, plots and so on to show the results.

6.1

Experiment / Case Study 1

...

6.2

Experiment / Case Study 2

...

6.3

Experiment / Case Study 3

...

6.4

Experiment / Case Study N

...

6.5

Discussion

A detailed discussion of the findings from the N experiments / case studies. Note that
this discussion will have a lot more detail than the discussion in the following section
(Conclusion). You should criticize the experiment(s), and be honest about whether your
design was good enough. Suggest any modifications and improvements that could be
made to the design to improve the results. You should always put your findings into the
context of the previous research that you found during your literature review

7

Conclusion and Future Work

Restate your research question, your objectives and the work done. State how successful
you have been in answering the research question and achieving the objectives. Restate
3

the key findings. Discuss the implications of your research, talk about the efficacy of your
research, and discuss its limitations.
Describe any proposals for future work or potential for commercialisation. Present
MEANINGFUL future work. Sweeping more parameters in your simulation / model
/ platform is probably not meaningful. More discuss what could a follow up research
project do, to better / differently approach / extend etc. your work.
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